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What I noted since the really big ideas carry 95% of the freight, it wasn’t
at all hard for me to pick up all the big ideas from all the big disciplines
and make them a standard part of my mental routines. Once you have the
ideas, of course, they are no good if you don’t practice – if you don’t
practice you lose it. So, I went through life constantly practicing this
model of the multidisciplinary approach. Well, I can’t tell you what that’s
done for me. It’s made life more fun, it’s made me more constructive, it’s
made me more helpful to others, it’s made me enormously rich, you name
it, that attitude really helps…

…It doesn’t help you just to know them enough just so you can give them
back on an exam and get an A. You have to learn these things in such a
way that they’re in a mental latticework in your head and you
automatically use them for the rest of your life.
– Charlie Munger,
2007 USC Gould School of Law Commencement Speech
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Worldly Wisdom
Worldly Wisdom can be thought of as metalearning or meta-ideas – essentially
instruction manuals for life. These concepts
are universally valuable and applicable,
being time-tested and proven robust. We
begin with these ideas because, if properly
applied, they can form the “kernel” to your
“operating system” – governing how you
– Wikipedia think and learn, paving the way for deeper
understanding later on.

The kernel is a computer program that
is the core of a computer's operating
system, with complete control over
everything in the system…It handles the
rest of start-up as well as input/output
requests from software, translating them into dataprocessing instructions for the central processing unit.

Worldly Wisdom is, by definition, multidisciplinary. It would be an oxymoron to say worldly
wisdom comes from a particular field, time, or country. It requires deep fluency in a range of
disciplines, which, when combined, adds a tremendous interlocking strength to our understanding
of how the world works. The world is not siloed, and our thinking must not be either.
Rather than discounting ideas simply because they come from a different
field, we should embrace them! In this sense, we should emulate Lee Kuan
Yew. He was Singapore’s first Prime Minister and managed to pull
Singapore from third world to first within a generation. He was one of the
great leaders and nation-builders of our time and his maxim was “do what
works,” regardless of who discovered it, when, where, why, or how. If it
helped him inch closer to his goals, he adopted the practice. This sounds so simple, but how often
have we neglected or been blind to a solution simply because it hails from a foreign field? We
should follow suit and not worry whether the solution to our problem comes from physics,
chemistry, biology, psychology, history, sports, or any other domain.
This is the benefit of acquiring worldly wisdom – it allows us to better understand and, as Ludwig
Wittgenstein tells us, “To understand is to know what to do.” If we know what to do, we not only
become more effective, but we also avoid time-sucking mistakes and the stresses that accompany
them. This type of mastery requires automatic associative understanding (coming from taking the
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time to truly grasp general principles), and the formula lies in synthesizing big ideas – combining
art and science into a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.

To understand is to know what to do.
– Ludwig Wittgenstein
Some of the most condensed sources of Worldly Wisdom we've come across include the
following:
Charlie Munger
• The 1986 Harvard School Commencement Speech
• A Lesson on Elementary, Worldly Wisdom
• The USC Gould School of Law Commencement Address
• The Psychology of Human Misjudgment
Richard Hamming
•

The Art of Doing Science and Engineering: Learning to Learn

Experts
• Systems Engineering
• You and Your Research
Naval Ravikant
•

•

How to Get Rich

Having spent a lifetime analyzing the game of chess and comparing the capacity of computers to the
capacity of the human brain, I’ve often wondered, where does our success come from? The answer is
synthesis, the ability to combine creativity and calculation, art and science, into a whole that is much
greater than the sum of its parts. Chess is a unique cognitive nexus, a place where art and science come
together in the human mind and are then refined and improved by experience.
– Gary Kasparov, How Life Imitates Chess
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The Big Ideas of Worldly Wisdom:
1. The Latticework
2. Mental Models
3. The Three Buckets
4. Advantageous Divergence
5. First Principles Thinking
6. Second-Order Thinking
7. Systems Thinking
8. The Map is Not the Terrain
9. The Ignorance Paradox
10. Choosing Important Problems
11. On Having Opinions
12. Lollapalooza Effects
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The Latticework
A latticework is traditionally used in home improvement projects to create shade, decorate fences,
support plants, and more. Using this metaphor for our own purposes, we can use a latticework
structure to organize and support ideas and mental models.
If successful in forming this mental structure, you’ll be able to attach new knowledge to previous
knowledge, allowing you to learn more efficiently and effectively.

Another idea that was hugely useful to me was one I obtained when I listened in law school
when some waggish professor said, “A legal mind is a mind that considers it feasible and
useful, when two things are all twisted up together and interacting, to try to think about one
thing without considering the other.” Well, I could see from that indirectly pejorative sentence
that any such “legal” approach was ridiculous. And this pushed me further along in my natural
drift, which was toward learning all the big ideas in all the big disciplines, so I wouldn’t be
the perfect damn fool the professor described. And because the really big ideas carry about
95% of the freight, it wasn’t at all hard for me to pick up about 95% of what I needed from all
the disciplines and to include use of this knowledge as a standard part of my mental routines.
Once you have the ideas, of course, you must continuously practice their use. Like a concert
pianist, if you don’t practice, you can’t perform well. So, I went through life constantly
practicing a multidisciplinary approach.
– Charlie Munger, 2007 USC Gould School of Law Commencement Speech
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Mental Models
A mental model is a representation of how the world works. Proper mental models help us more
accurately explain and navigate the world.
Mental models can be made up of one idea, whereas others are based on several. While we may
never be able to reach fundamental truth, the best mental models are invariant, universal,
descriptive, and predictive.

I’ve long believed that a certain system which almost any intelligent person can learn – works
way better than the systems that most people use. What you need is a latticework of mental
models in your head. And, with that system, things gradually get to fit together in a way that
enhances cognition. However, my particular approach seldom seems to get through, even to
people of immense ability. Things usually die after going to the ‘Too-Hard’ pile.
– Charlie Munger, Poor Charlie’s Almanack
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The Three Buckets
The Three Buckets is like a slot machine.
The first bucket (“slot”) is composed of inorganic systems – physics, chemistry, science,
geology, etc. It is the oldest at 13.7 billion years and has the largest relevant data set.
The second bucket is 3.5 billion years old and is composed of the biological universe –
evolution, natural selection, etc.
The third bucket, while having the smallest sample size, is also the most relevant to us. It
is composed of 20,000 years of recorded human history.
Because of the large sample size and relevance of these three buckets, when they all yield the
same answer, it is the functional equivalent of getting cherries straight across on a slot machine –
you’ve got a winner! The Three Buckets approach provides a framework for arriving at universal,
invariant principles that have stood the test of time. As time discovers truth, when an idea aligns
with the three buckets, the joint probability of error drops towards zero.

Nothing can be more incorrect than the assumption that one sometimes meets with, that physics
has one method, chemistry another, and biology a third.
– Thomas Huxley
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Advantageous Divergence
This is the utopia we are after – finding ways to do things differently, yet correctly. This, in its
purest form, is working smarter, not harder.
These mental models are all about gaining Advantageous Divergence – by having a different (and
correct!) set of tools than everyone else, you can succeed and prosper when others can’t.
It is important to understand and honor the fact that reality doesn’t reward effort. It rewards utility
and effectiveness.

You can’t be normal and expect abnormal results.

– Jeffrey Pfeffer
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First Principles Thinking
By deeply understanding general principles, we gain the ability to deconstruct, combine, and
recombine ideas into a more useful whole. If we understand the fundamental truths, we are no
longer limited to the way things are today.
This clarifies what is feasible and what is not, avoiding the need for brute force or blind trust. This
provides tremendous freedom and energy to tackle big projects!

I think it’s important to reason from first principles rather than by analogy. So, the normal way
we conduct our lives is, we reason by analogy. We are doing this because it’s like something else
that was done, or it is like what other people are doing…with slight iterations on a theme. And
it’s… mentally easier to reason by analogy rather than from first principles. First principles are
kind of a physics way of looking at the world, and what that really means is, you…boil things
down to the most fundamental truths and say, “okay, what are we sure is true?” … and then reason
up from there. That takes a lot more mental energy. – Elon Musk
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Second-Order Thinking
First-order thinking is the fast and simple understanding of the basic implications of a decision.
This mode of thinking only solves the immediate problem without considering the consequences.
Second-order thinking is the process of coming to understand, as best as you can, the implications
of those first-order impacts – the effects of effects.

First-order thinking is any type of thinking that is about something other than thinking itself.
Second-order thinking is thinking about thinking.
– Kevin Maurice
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Systems Thinking
Systems thinking into account the structure of the system, the agents and their
interactions/incentives, and the dynamics of the system (a system’s behavior over time). This is
necessary to understand the connections between events and the behavior of the structure.
This mindset helps get to the root of the problem, thereby increasing the chance of implementing
a sustainable long-term solution, rather than simply fighting fires. You must change the structure
to change the behaviors

From the process of working back and forth between assumptions about the parts and the observed
behavior of the whole, we improve our understanding of the structure and dynamics of the system.
– Richard Hamming, The Art of Doing Science and Engineering
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The Map is Not the Terrain
The map is not the terrain, and the name is not the nature. This mental model is so important
because it reminds us to see reality for what it is, and not how we wish it to be.

Knowing the name of something means nothing, we must know its essence. See that bird? It’s a
brown-throated thrush, but in Germany it’s called a halzenfugel, and in Chinese they call it a
chung ling and even if you know all those names for it, you still know nothing about the bird. You
only know something about people; what they call the bird. Now that thrush sings, and teaches its
young to fly, and flies so many miles away during the summer across the country, and nobody
knows how it finds its way.
– Richard Feynman
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The Ignorance Paradox
Counterintuitively, a small quantity of knowledge is initially destructive to the utility of
knowledge because it can lead to overconfidence.

Be on the lookout for chauffeur knowledge. Do not confuse the company spokesperson, the
ringmaster, the newscaster, the schmoozer, the verbiage vendor, or the cliché generator with those
who possess true knowledge. How do you recognize the difference? There is a clear indicator:
True experts recognize the limits of what they know and what they do not know. If they find
themselves outside their circle of competence, they keep quiet or simply say, “I don’t know.” This
they utter unapologetically, even with a certain pride. From chauffeurs, we hear every line except
this.
– Rolf Dobelli, The Art of Thinking Clearly
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Choosing Important Problems
All decisions must be made taking opportunity costs into account because we only have one life,
and we naturally want to make the most of it.
If we aren’t working on the most important problems in our field, that can make a significant
difference in people’s lives, that we are jumping out of bed in the morning to work on, we are
disrespecting opportunity costs.
Not only is there the beneficial first-order effects of working on and trying to solve hard problems,
but the second-order effects are noteworthy as well – it drastically influences how and what you
think about.

In many fields, the hard problem is not solving problems, but deciding what problems to
solve…Interesting projects have a few big, clear problems rather than a lot of little nasty ones.
Working on nasty little problems makes you stupid and great hackers avoid them at all costs.
– Paul Graham, Great Hackers
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On Having Opinions
Munger has an appropriately high bar for what it takes to hold an opinion:

“I’m not entitled to have an opinion on this subject unless I can state the arguments against
my position better than the people do who are supporting it…I think that only when I reach
that stage am I qualified to speak.” Now you can say that’s too much of an iron discipline.
It’s not too much of an iron discipline. It’s not even that hard to do.”
A massively important positive unintended consequence of this mindset is that it makes it easier
to think independently and destroy your own ideas.

When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, sir?
– John Maynard Keynes
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Lollapalooza Effects
Lollapalooza Effects occur when many different factors come together, leading to multiplicative,
rather than additive results.
A common mistake is to look at a situation linearly or in isolation. You must take all factors into
account and, as best as you can, understand how they fit together and might impact each other.
This is such a vital idea because it can occur in all complex systems – everything from sports,
investing, relationships, business, nature, and more.

The most important thing to keep in mind is the idea that especially big forces often come out of
these one hundred models. When several models combine, you get lollapalooza effects; this is
when two, three, or four forces are all operating in the same direction. And, frequently, you don’t
get simple addition. It often like a critical mass in physics where you get a nuclear explosion if
you get to a certain point of mass-and you don’t get anything much worth seeing if you don’t
reach the mass…You have to recognize how these things combine. And you have to realize the
truth of biologist Julian Huxley’s idea that “Life is just one damn relatedness after another.” So,
you must have the models, and you must see the relatedness and the effects from the relatedness.
– Charlie Munger, Outstanding Investor Digest, December 29, l997
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As the African proverb goes, “If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to
go far, go together.”

Join us
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